Abstract Constitutive equations for geomaterials constitute a very intricate field.
Introduction
For many years the study of the mechanical behaviour of geomaterials and its description by constitutive relations has been developed in the framework characterized by isotropic linear elasticity (Hooke's law) and by solid friction (Coulornb's law). However, since the end of the 1960's the development of more powerful numerical methods such as finite element method and the use of high-performance computers has brought to the fore of the scene the question that is becoming a crucial one: what constitutive relation for geomaterials must be introduced into a computer code? Thirty years later, the choice is large and the state of affairs confused; we will try to classify the various existing constitutive relations into some general classes with respect to the structure of the constitutive relationships.
Any user of finite element codes must be able to characterize the capacities of any implemented constitutive model in order to interpret correctly the numerical results obtained and also in order to know if the physical phenomena, that the user considers to have an important influence on the behaviour of the engineering work being analyzed, can be effectively taken into account by the constitutive relation used.
The first part of this chapter is devoted to a presentation of the incremental formulation of constitutive relations. Two main reasons have made such an incremental presentation indispensable. The first one is physical and is the fact that, as soon as some plastic irreversibilities are mobilized inside the geomaterial, the global constitutive functional, which relates the stress state u(t) at a given time t to the strain state E(t) history up to this time, is a priori very difficult to formulate explicitly since this functional is singular at all stress-strain states (or more precisely non-differentiable, as we shall show). An incrernental formulation enables us to avoid this fundamental difficulty. The second reason is numerical and stems from the fact that geomaterial behaviour, and the modelling of engineering works generally, exhibit many non-linearity sources which imply that the associated boundary value problem must be solved by successive steps linked to increments of boundary loading. Such finite element codes need therefore, the constitutive relations to be expressed incrementally.
Principle of determinism
In all that follows, it is assun1ed generally srnall transformations, an approximation often justified in civil engineering by the fundamental uncertainty of the spatial variation of mechanical properties. Thermo-mechanical effects will also be disregarded by noting that the influence of temperature variations on geomaterials behaviour is generally linked with particular situations, which are often not without interest if we think of the freezing of soils to increase their strength or on the contrary of increasing the temperature to accelerate the primary consolidation of clays. Finally we assume that geomaterials are simple media in the sense of Truesdell and Noll (1965) , a hypothesis very widely accepted for the description of the mechanical behaviour of media.
Principle of determinism in the large
The first expression of the principle of the determinism is obtained by stating that the stress state a ( t) at a given time t is a functional of the history of the tangent linear transformation up to this time t. It implies that it is necessary to know all the loading path in order to deduce the associated response path.
From a mathematical point of view, this is stated by the existence of a stress functional F:
where F ( T) is the tangent linear transformation at ti1ne T; also called deformation gradient. The deformation gradient F is the jacobian matrix of the position cp(X, T) of the material point X at time T.
The existence of such a functional, and not a function, is related to an essential physical characteristic: for irreversible behaviours the knowledge of the strain E( t) at time t does not enable us to deter1nine the stress and vice versa. For example, we can think of viscous or plastic materials where a given level of stress can be related to an infinite number of different strain states. This functional F will be called linear if :
In such a case, the material response to a sum of histories will be simply equal to the sum of the responses to each history. This constitutes Boltzmann's principle and it is the basis of linear viscoelasticity theory, but it is not at all valid in elastoplasticity where, when one doubles for example the strain, the stress is obviously not doubled, due to the non-linear behaviour. This stress-strain relationship, which must be studied in the framework of non-linear functionals, is moreover non-differentiable as soon as there exist some plastic irreversibilities. Owen and Williams (1969) showed in fact that the assumptions of non-viscosity and of differentiability of the stress functional F, imply that there is no internal dissipation.
In other words a non-viscous material whose constitutive functional is differentiable is necessarily elastic.
Basically, this is due to the fact that, in plasticity, the tangent loading modulus is not equal to the tangent unloading modulus. Therefore, if one wants to describe the behaviour of anelastic materials (geomaterials are essentially of this kind) by using a stress-strain relationship, this relation must be formulated by a non-linear and non-differentiable functional.
There is clearly a need, therefore, to study constitutive relations using an incremental formulation and no longer a global one. Note that incremental form tends to rate form when the 'time' increment tends to zero. In the following, the terms increment or rate are employed in the same sense.
We are now going to introduce an incremental formulation using a second statement of the principle of determinism.
Principle of determinism in the small
Let us consider a deformed solid, and let us assume that only quasi-static loading will be applied to it at a continuously varying rate.
The second principle of determinism, which can be called 'in the small' to distinguish it from the first one 'in the large', is obtained by stating that a small load applied during time increment dt induces a small uniquely determined response.
We denote by dE == D dt, the incremental strain tensor of order two equal to the product of strain rate tensor of order two, D (symmetric part of transformation rate L: L == :FF-1 ) and time increment dt, and by du ==iT dt the incremental stress tensor, equal to the product of an objective time derivative of Cauchy stress tensor u and dt. Thus the second determinism principle implies, from a 1nathematical point of view, the existence of a tensorial function H relating the three quantities:
What are the properties of this tensorial function H? The first remark concerns the fact that H depends on the previous stress-strain history. This history is generally characterized by some scalar and tensorial variables which will appear as parameters x in relation (2.2). These parameters describe, as far as possible, the actual deformed state of the solid. Following the various constitutive theories, they are sometimes called 'memory variables', 'hardening parameters', 'internal variables', etc.
Secondly, H must satisfy the objectivity principle; this means that H must be independent of any movement of the observer relative to the solid. Thus H is an isotropic function of all its arguments: dE, du and also the state tensorial variables x, which characterize its present deformed state. But it is an anisotropic function of dE and du.
Finally, H is essentially a non-linear function as soon as there are some plastic irreversibilities, since, if H was linear, the functional F would be differentiable, a property which excludes the existence of non-viscous irreversibilities.
On the contrary, for linear viscoelasticity this function H is linear and takes the following form:
where M is the (constant) elastic tensor of order four and C the creep rate tensor of order two of the material.
We remark here also that this determinism principle, which has very wide applications in physics by connecting notions of cause and effect, is not always satisfied, particularly in cases such as bifurcation situations. In such conditions a continuous variation of state variables can induce, at the bifurcation point, a sudden change in the evolution of the system with loss of uniqueness as a result of local imperfections not taken into account by the analysis (see examples given by Darve (1984) ). At such a bifurcation point an identical cause in terms of state variables can have different effects; such a situation is common in geomaterial behaviour when a shear band appears, by localisation of plastic strains, while the deformation, up to this state, is respecting mainly a diffuse mode (Vardoulakis et al., 1978) .
Application to non-viscous materials
In formulating constitutive relations it is often more convenient to replace the stress tensor u and strain tensor €, of second order, by two vectors of JR 6 defined in a sixdimensional related space: 
We will utilize greek indices, ranging from 1 to 6, in such a case and reserve latin indices, ranging from 1 to 3, to characterize tensorial components in the original three-dimensional space. The J2 coefficients, which appear in the definition of these vectors, allow us to preserve the original metric unchanged (isometric mapping). For example,
The constitutive relation (2.2) will be written in the new notation as where now H is a vectorial function (of 1R 6 space) of 13 variables. Now let us particularize, in this section, the class of materials considered and restrict the study to the case of non-viscous materials or to cases of loading for which a given geomaterial exhibits negligible viscosity. This means that the loading rate (characterized by time gradation on loading path) has no influence on material constitutive behaviour: at whatever rate the given loading path is followed, the response path remains unchanged. In other words the class of behaviour considered is rate independent.
This restriction of the constitutive law implies that the constitutive function H, which relates dE and da, is independent of the time increment dt during which the incremental loading has been applied. Therefore H is independent of dt and, in an equivalent manner if H is regular, one can now study the vectorial function G:
(3.1)
Homogeneity of G
We have just seen that the behaviour of a non-viscous material is independent of the loading rate. This means that, in order to verify the one-to-one relation on a given loading path and its related unique response path, there is a dependency condition between the two rate vectors D and&. For instance, if the loading path is followed twice as fast, the response path will also be followed at exactly twice the rate. G is invariant with respect to the rates.
From a mathematical point of view this independence of non-viscous behaviours on loading rates implies the following identity:
which states that if the stress rate is multiplied by any positive scalar A, the strain rate response is also multiplied by the same scalar A. This is the first property of G: G is a homogeneous function of degree 1 in da with respect to the positive values of the multiplying parameter. This homogeneity property must not be confused with that of 'positively homogeneous' functions, which is given by;
Non-linearity of G
Let us recall that we want to describe plastic irreversibilities, and consider the incremental strains, which are produced by a return incremental load -da applied after da. If the behaviour is purely elastic, this stress cycle would induce strain cycle equally closed (with no permanent strain). Therefore for elastic behaviour:
In a more general manner, G is linear for elasticity since a regular correspondence relationship between a and E implies the existence of a linear relation between da and dE. In other words we know, in fact, that the principle of superposition for incremental loading is valid in elasticity and implies
This incremental linearity, which is a characteristic property of elasticity if we consider non-viscous materials, must obviously not be confused with an eventual global linearity. The existence of such a global linear relationship between a and E describes linear-elastic behaviour, while an incrementally linear relation is characteristic of all elastic constitutive relations.
Since we want to describe the behaviour of essentially anelastic media such as geomaterials, we need therefore to take into account non-linear function G.
Anisotropy of G
The last property of G that we will emphasize is its anisotropy. If we consider all the arguments of G, which means the six components of da as well as the memory parameters x characterizing the previous strain history of the medium, the objectivity principle implies that G is an isotropic function of the whole of its tensorial arguments. In fact a constitutive relation, describing the behaviour of a material, must be independent of any frame of reference used to define or formulate it, this frame possibly being in motion with respect to the material. This expresses a very obvious physical reality: whatever the movement of an observer looking at the deformation of a homogeneous sample under loading, the relation between da, dE and x, which describes the incremental mechanical properties of this sample, must remain invariant.
However, let us now consider a deformed anisotropic sample of a geomaterial and carry out an experiment which consists of rotating the principal axes of incremental loading with respect to the sample. We do not obtain the same incremental response merely rotated in the same manner.
So nature requires us to consider functions G anisotropic with respect to do-and fixed parameters X· This anisotropy is directly linked to the geometrical mesa-structure of the material, which is gradually modified by the strain (particularly irreversible) history. We have seen that this history can be characterized by scalar and tensorial state parameters
X·
In simple cases this anisotropy is a priori directly imposed by the choice of these state parameters. If we consider, for example, only scalar memory parameters (such as void ratio) defined independently of any frame, owing to the objectivity principle the function G will be an isotropic function, which is not supported by experiments.
If we add to these scalar memory parameters one single tensor variable (such as the stress tensor), it is easy to see that G will be an orthotropic function of da, the axes of orthotropy being identified with the principal axes of stress. In this case, it means that G is invariant by symmetry with respect to any plane containing two principal stress directions.
In the more general case of state variables with at least two non-commutating tensorial variables of second order, anisotropy is a priori anything whatever. Orthotropy then becomes a constitutive assumption, which must be considered as an approximation to the real behaviour of the material for a classes of loading in which stress and strain principal axes rotate.
Having described the three main properties of G, we will now focus on the first one (the homogeneity of degree 1) to see the mathematical consequences of such property.
Let us recall for this purpose Euler's identity for homogeneous regular functions of degree 1 by writing it for a function of two variables, for example, as:
of of we obtain the following constitutive relation,
where the 6 x 6 functions Maf3 are homogeneous of degree 0 of the six variables da,. Therefore they are in an equivalent manner functions only of the direction of da, characterized by unit vector u:
finally we obtain (n, {3, rE {1, 2, · · · , 6}
Equation (3.3) is the general expression for all rate independent constitutive relations. The existence of an elasto-plastic constitutive tensor M has been proven, as well as its essential dependency of state variable x and the direction of da This constitutive matrix M, which then can be called 'tangent constitutive matrix', should be utilized to solve bifurcation problems by strain localization into shear bands (Darve, 1984) and also preferably used in finite element computations. This matrix in fact describes, at best, the material behaviour round-about a given incremental loading direction.
It is clear that a given constitutive relation will be characterized by only one tangent constitutive tensor after its definition has been given. But from this tangent tensor it is possible to build an infinite number of other constitutive tensors, which can be called 'secant constitutive tensors' and which describe exactly the same constitutive behaviour.
The relation (3.3) will now, allow us to propose a classification of all the existing rate independent constitutive relations with respect to their intrinsic structure.
Main classes of rate independent constitutive relations
The incremental non-linearity, which is also that of plastic irreversibilities, results, as we have just seen, from the constitutive tensor M varying with the direction of the incremental loading. The mode of the chosen directional variation is very much influenced by the constitutive model used. It is precisely this mode of description of incremental non-linearity that we are going to take as a guide for this review of main classes of existing constitutive relations.
First of all we need to define the notion of 'tensorial zone' (Darve and Labanieh, 1982) . We will call a tensorial zone any domain in the incremental loading space on which the restriction of G is a linear function. In other words the relation between dE and du in a given tensorial zone is incrementally linear.
If we denote Z the tensorial zone being considered, the definition implies:
In zone Z, the constitutive relation is characterized by a unique tensor Mz.
If u belongs to Z, ,\ u belongs also to Z for all real positive values ,\. Therefore a zone is defined by a set of half-infinite straight lines, whose apex is the same and is at the origin of the incremental loading space. Tensorial zones then comprise adjacent hypercones, whose common apex is this origin. are constitutive tensors attached respectively to tensorial zones Z 1 and Z 2 , we must obviously satisfy the continuity requirement of the response to loading directions u:
or equivalently ( 4.1)
Relation (4.1) can be called a 'continuity condition' for zone changes. This condition forbids, in particular, an arbitrary choice of constitutive tensors in two adjacent tensorial zones.
We will see further that conventional elastoplastic relations satisfy this condition by means of a class of neutral loading paths, while other relations may not satisfy it. Gudehus (1979) studied in this way the continuity of several constitutive relations for axisymmetrical loading paths with fixed principal axes, as did Di Benedetto and Darve (1983) with rotating principal axes.
The "response-envelopes", as proposed by Gudehus (1979) , constitute geometrical diagrams which characterize completely a constitutive relation at a given stress strain state after a given strain history. At this state, all the the incremental loading, having the same norm but oriented in all directions, are considered and all the incremental responses are plotted. the extremities of the response vectors form a surface which is called "response-envelope". Some examples will be given later in this chapter.
This criterion of the number of tensorial zones that we have chosen to classify the main classes of non-viscous constitutive relations, since this number characterizes the structure of the relation. In fact the directional dependency of the constitutive tensor M with respect to the incremental loading can be described either in a discontinuous manner, by a finite number of different tensors related to the same number of tensorial zones (we will call such relations 'incrementally piece wise linear'), or in a continuous manner by a continuous variation of the constitutive tensor with the direction of the incremental loading (relations called 'incrementally non-linear').
Constitutive relations with one tensorial zone
The first class of relations that we are going to look at is related to the simplest assumption that only one tensorial zone exists. Therefore
We have here the class of elastic laws, since there is a unique linear relation between dE and da (incremental linearity):
These elastic laws may be isotropic or anisotropic, linear or non-linear (global nonlinearity). The isotropic and linear case corresponds to the well known Hooke's law with its two constitutive constants: Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
Constitutive relations with two tensorial zones
We now find laws with two tensorial zones, which can then be called 'loading zones' and 'unloading zones'. These two tensorial zones are separated by a hyperplane in da space or in dE space.
These laws may be either of hypoelastic type with a unique loading-unloading criterion (for example, models proposed by Guelin (1980) ) or of elastoplastic type with one regular plastic potential (for example, models proposed by Mroz (1967) ; Prevost (1978) , or Dafalias and Hermann (1980) ).
The model developed by Duncan and Chang (1970) is a non-linear isotropic hypoelastic model with a specific loading-unloading criterion. It is easy to verify that such a model cannot be continuous at the frontier between the two zones; we only mention it here as a reminder.
The classical elastoplastic relations utilize an elastic matrix Me, related to the unloading zone, and an elastoplastic matrix Mep, related to the loading zone.
Let us study the continuity condition for this last case. The assumption of the additive decomposition of the incremental strain into its elastic part (reversible) and its plastic part (irreversible) allows us to write:
The plastic incremental strain dEP is given by a flow rule which is often specified in terms of a plastic potential g:
where d.-\ is called the plastic multiplier. Let us recall the continuity condition ( 4.1) at the interface of the elastic zone and the elastoplastic zone, which may be written here as:
This identity must be satisfied for any da belonging to the hyperplane, which is the frontier between the loading and unloading zones. The loading condition is obtained by writing that the incremental stress is directed outwards from the elastic limit f(a) == 0, defined by a yield function f(a, x), where x is the set of internal variables. This function governs the onset of plastic deformations. It follows that:
In the same manner, the unloading condition is given by,
The equation of the hyperplane, the frontier between the two zones, in da space, is then given by:
An incremental path that satisfies this condition is called 'neutral loading'. The continuity condition dEP == 0 must then be satisfied by all neutral loadings; 8f da · -== 0 a a By developing the consistency condition df==O, which means that the elastic limit is displaced by the stress point for loading (or in other words that the stress state must remain on the yield surface), we can demonstrate that d.-\ is proportional to da · ( 8f / 8a).
So the continuity condition is always fulfilled owing to the existence of neutral loading.
This large class of elastoplastic constitutive relations with a unique plastic potential is itself divided into several subclasses following the assumptions which allow precise expressions of a plastic potential.
First of all, this plastic potential g( a) may or may not coincide with the elastic limit surface f (a) . Where there is such a coincidence, the elastoplastic material is called 'associated', otherwise it is 'non-associated'. From experiments, geomaterials have to be considered as non-associated, except for saturated undrained clays studied under total stresses. This difference between associated and non-associated flow rules has a major consequence in terms of stability and bifurcation analysis. This will be developed in chapter on "Continuous and discrete modelling of failure in geomechanics".
The plastic potential may also vary with the strain history and be dependent on state variables (called also 'hardening parameters') which characterize the memory of geomaterial (see chapter by R. Nova on "Developments of elasto-plastic strainhardening models for soil behavior").
In damage theory, equivalent notions are introduced. The "elastic limit" (or "yield surface" or "loading surface") is replaced by the surface where damage appears. This surface is used to define a loading-unloading criterion. The differential equation giving the damage evolution corresponds to the elasto-plastic "flow-rule". The "continuity condition" is fulfilled through a consistency relation (see the chapter by G. Pijaudier Cabot on "Continuum damage modelling in geomechanics").
Constitutive relations with four tensorial zones
To this class belong the hypoelastic constitutive relations with two loading-unloading criteria proposed by Davis and Mullenger (1978) and elastoplastic models with a double plastic potential (Lade (1977) ; Loret (1981) ; Nova and Wood (1979(@) and Vermeer (1978) , for example). This means that, after a given strain history, the direction of the plastic incremental strain vector is no longer defined in a unique way by the normal to a unique plastic potential (eventually a function of the history) but may coincide with two normals to two different potentials following the direction of the present incremental stress vector.
With respect to each of these two plastic mechanisms, the incremental stress may be considered to be a loading or an unloading. Therefore we obtain the following four possibilities: Each of them is associated with a certain tensorial zone in da space. The various continuity conditions can be satisfied by applying both of the consistency equations df 1 == 0 and df2 == 0, which enable us to obtain two arbitrary plastic multipliers d.:\ 1 and d.:\ 2 proportional to (8f 1 /8a) ·da and to (8f 2 /8a) ·da respectively (directly for independent plastic mechanisms or by solving a system of 2 equations for dependent mechanisms). The neutral loading paths then belong to two hyperplanes whose equations are given by, These two hyperplanes enable us to define four tensorial zones in da space. The reasoning and presentation will be the same for hypoelastic models with two loading-unloading criteria.
Constitutive relations with eight tensorial zones
By further increasing the number of tensorial zones we now find incrementally octolinear relations with eight tensorial zones.
Two models belong to this class: the elastoplastic model with three plastic potentials proposed by A u bry et al. ( 1991) and the incremental octo linear relation developed by Darve and Labanieh (1982) . The basis of the law with three plastic potentials is essentially the same as for the models with a double potential, which we have presented above. Concerning the incremental octolinear relation, the basis of this model derives from the assumption of eight tensorial zones in da space. It satisfies all the different continuity conditions for fixed principal stress and fixed principal strain axes (Gudehus, 1979) and has been generalized (Darve, 1980 (Darve, , 1990 to arrive at an 'incrementally non-linear of second order' constitutive relation, which will be presented in section 5.
Constitutive relations with an infinite number of tensorial zones
We could say that they have an infinite number of tensorial zones, since each direction of da space is linked to a given tangent constitutive tensor which varies in a continuous manner with this direction. They may be of three different types. The endochronic models (Valanis, 1971; Bazant, 1978) take into account non-linearity by introducing an intrinsic 'time' which is always increasing. The hypoplastic models by Kolymbas (1977) or Chambon et al. (1994) assume a priori a direct non-linear relation between dE and da with also a scalar variable always positive. Thirdly we find models based on a non-linear interpolation between given constitutive responses, the non-linearity being linked to the kind of interpolation rule used (Darve, 1980) . Another model has been proposed by Dafalias (1986) in the framework of his 'bounding surface' theory of plasticity.
The interest in incrementally non-linear constitutive relations is based mainly on the fact that it is not necessary to postulate the existence of either an elastic limit surface (since any purely elastic domain has disappeared) and the linked loading-unloading condition or a plastic potential. In fact the non-linearity of the incremental relation allows a direct description of the different behaviours in 'loading' and in 'unloading'. For this reason the incrementally non-linear relations may be closer to the physics that governs deformation of geomaterials. The first term of equation (5.3) describes the elastic behaviors and both the first terms are incrementally non-linear constitutive relations of second order. In this paper we will consider only loading paths which are defined in fixed incremental stress-strain principal axes. In such a case the expression of the model is the following (for a more general presentation see Darve and Dendani ( 1989) or Darve ( 1990) 
The two matrices N+ and N-have the following form (for more details see Darve and Dendani (1989) or Darve (1990) ):
v+ v+
Where Ei and Vij are, respectively, tangent moduli and tangent Poisson's ratio on 'generalized triaxial paths'. These paths correspond to the conventional triaxial paths (the two constant lateral stresses are equal), but on 'generalized triaxial paths' the lateral stresses are fixed but independently. The superscript ( +) means 'compression' in the axial direction for these paths and the superscript (-) means 'extension'. The behavior of the studied material for these specific paths is assumed to be given by laboratory triaxial tests and described by analytical expressions. It is in these expressions that the constitutive constants appear as well as the state variables (stress tensor and void ratio) and the memory paran1eters (which are of two types of discontinuous and continuous nature). Thus N+ and N-are depending on state variables and rnemory parameters.
It is clear from equation (5.4) that this relation is homogeneous of degree one with respect to da. Thus, it describes a rate independent behaviour. Equation (5.4) is also non linear in da, it means that it can describe plastic irreversible strains : for an elementary stress cycle ( da, -da) the irreversible strain is equal to:
The recoverable strain has not an elastic nature since it is equal to:
It means that it is not possible to decompose in an additive manner the strain into an elastic part and a plastic one. Elasticity and plasticity are intrinsically mixed into the constitutive relation. Now we will see how equation (5.4) is degenerating in the one dimensional case and in the cases of an elastic material and a perfectly plastic one.
For the one dimensional case (5.4) degenerates into the following scalar expression:
1( 1 1) 1 ( 1 1) dE == --+ -da + ----
It is easy to verify that relation (5.6) is able to describe any rate independent one dimensional behaviour with one single expression (5.6). If one wants to interpret (5.4) with conventional elasto-plastic concepts, it is necessary to introduce a loading-unloading criterion and we obtain:
If the behaviour of the material is elastic, we obtain the same behaviour for 'cornpressions' and 'extensions' (as defined previously) which implies:
Relation ( 5.4) degenerates into the following :
(5.7) Equation (5. 7) is exactly the general expression of anisotropic non-linear elasticity in identical incremental stress-strain principal axes. Finally, it is also possible to exhibit the equations of perfect plasticity as a degenerating case. Let us write relation (5.4) in the following form:
By inverting (5.8) we obtain: da == N-
(u) dE
Conditions for perfect plasticity imply:
It follows therefore that:
detN-1 (u) = 0 which represents the plastic condition. .9) is verified gives the dlirection of d€ but not its intensity. Condition (5.10) is directionally dependent with respect to da which reflects the fact that the yield surface is locally deformed into a vertex. This question is discussed more in detail in section 8. The incrementally 'octo-linear' model is given by the following relation:
(5.11)
The incremental structure of this model is the same as an elastoplastic relation with 3 plastic potentials. The constitutive constants for both the incremental non-linear model and octo-linear model are the same.
Both these constitutive relations (the non-linear one and the octo-linear model) can be viewed as interpolations between the generalized triaxial responses. The octo-linear model corresponds to a linear interpolation rule, while the incrementally non-linear model describes a quadratic non-linear interpolation. Indeed it is possible to define a family of incrementally non-linear relations depending on a positive scalar pas proposed by (Darve and Laouafa, 2000) :
For p == 0, this relation coincides with the octo-linear model, while for p ~ +oo it converges toward the incrementally non-linear relation of second order.
According to the construction of "response-envelops" as presented in section 4. (which characterize completely a constitutive relation at a given stress-strain state after a given strain history), octo-linear and non-linear models have been compared to experimental results (Royis and Doanh, 1998) , for axisymmetric conditions, Figure 1 shows such a comparison between experimental points and theoretical curves. It is interesting to note the degeneration of the response-envelopes to a straight line close to the plastic limit condition. This straight line corresponds to a flow rule in axisymmetric conditions (i.e. same incremental strain direction for any incremental stress loading direction).
Application to the analysis of the yield surfaces
In the elastoplastic theory yield surfaces are classically defined as an elastic limit surface in the six-dimensional physical stress space. All stress states inside the yield surface can be reached without any inelastic strain. Experimentally it has appeared that it was very difficult to detect the stress state, along a given stress path, where the first plastic strain is developing, because (particularly for geomaterials) the yield surface of materials befor€ any loading is defined by a very small domain (Richer, 1985) and the process of inducing plastic strains along a given loading path is gradual and continuous particularly for the first applied loading. For that many authors have chosen a strain intensity criterion in order to obtain an objective procedure to plot the graph of the yield surfaces and to compare them together upon rational bases.
The same difficulty is met with our model since plastic strains are always coexisting with elastic ones, even if for small strain N+ and N-are very close and the behaviour thus rather elastic. The principle of the numerical procedure which is chosen in order to simulate the experimental procedure is depicted in Figures 2 and 3 . After a given loading path (which is here in this example a stress isotropic loading) at a given stress state (here cr1 = 0"2 = 0"3 = lOOkPa), we consider the family of axisymmetrical stress paths (cr2 = cr3) which are directed in all the axisymmetrical stress directions and we stop the computation in the successive directions when the strain intensity criterion is reached : ll~e ll = ll~€ lltimit· Here,
The stress paths are radial and rectilinear, while the strain responses are obviously not necessarily rectilinear even if the strain levels are rather small. The integration of the constitutive model on these rectilinear stress jpaths is stopped when the strain intensity criterion is fulfilled. 360 radial stress paths are considered, each one differing from the previous one by one degree. The figure obtained in the associated strain bissector plane is a circle, because of this same limit value, while in the stress bissector plane we obtain numerically the trace of the 'yield surface'. The yield surface is clearly more elongated in the isotropic direction since the stiffness is the largest in this direction. The sign of angles is kept into the transformation but not their values as it is possible to notice on Figures 2 and 3. By using this tool it is interesting to investigate the evolution of yield (Darve et al., 1995) reversals were simulated by the model until the stress states noticed by cross points. It was from these last stress states that the numerical procedure to plot the yield surface was applied. The 'plastic limit lines', which are plotted on Figure 4 and Figure 5 , correspond to the classical and usual Mohr-Coulomb plastic criterion. A plastic limit surface is introduced inside the constitutive model as a stress surface which bounds the stress states that can be reached by any loading path. When the stress state is approaching this limit surface, at least one of the tangent moduli Ei tends to zero. At this time no constitutive softening is introduced inside the model. It means that the experimental characterizing of the plastic limit surface necessitates tests maintaining homogeneous stress-strain field as long as possible in order to delay the strain localisation phenomenon. T hree main conclusions can be exhibited from both Figures 4 and 5: 1. the main mechanism which influences the evolution of the yield surfaces is a kinematic hardenjng, 2. there is a small isotropic hardening, but the other largely more important factor is the influence of the shape of the plastic limit surface which curves the yield surfaces when they are approaching this limit surface, 3. a loose sand has rounder yield surfaces than the dense one. Figure 6 depicts yield surfaces in a deviatoric stress plane (the mean pressure is equal to 300 kPa) for the dense Hostun sand. The initial yield surface is rigorously a circle because of the initial overall isotropy. Each yield surface has been plotted after a stress loading path followed until the black points seen on the figure. T he same method has been adopted as previously but without stress reversals. At the stress states (marked by the black points) 360 radial rectilinear stress paths are applied (each one differs from V2-a3 (kPa) 500 600
Figure 5. Numerical simulation of yield surfaces in a bissector stress plane for the dense Hostun sand. The material is loaded until the black points, then unloaded until the cross points before plotting the yield surface. (Darve et al., 1995) Hostun R.t' sand Cm ::: 300 kPa :w>o 5 1 (kPa) -300
Figure 6. Numerical simulation of yield surfaces in a deviatoric stress plane for the dense Hostun sand. The material is loaded until the black points, before plotting the yield surface. (Darve et al., 1995) the adjacent ones by one degree in direction). The loading is stopped when the strain intensity criterion is reached. As previously the main hardening is kinematic. A quite astonishing point is the fact that the form of the plastic limit surface influences very fast, from the isotropic state, the yield surfaces whose form reflects and anticipates in a quite faithful way the pattern of the limit surface.
Application to the principle of superposition for incremental loading
As recalled briefly in section 2., this 'principle' implies that the material response to a sum of incremental loading is equal to the sum of the associated incremental responses. This 'principle' can be considered as being formulated in a comparable way to Boltzmann's principle. While the last one is applied to a finite loading (that means a certain loading history), the first one considers only incremental loading. It can be said that the first one is a principle of superposition 'in the small', while Boltzmann's principle is a principle of su perposi tion 'in the large'. Boltzmann's principle implies that the behaviour is linear elastic or linear visco-elastic, since the constitutive functional must be linear. The principle of superposition for incremental loading implies that the constitutive incremental function is linear, which implies for the described behaviour to be non-linear elastic or non-linear visco-elastic.
If we consider only elasto-plastic strains and if we assume the general validity of the principle, the constitutive operator G (equation (3.1) ) is linear and thus describes only elastic behaviour (linear or non-linear elasticity). More precisely the principle is verified strictly inside the same tensorial zone :
if and only if da 1 and da 2 belong to the sarne tensorial zone.
Experimentally it is well known that with servo-controlled machines this principle is approximately verified. In fact such apparatuses are not able to follow exactly the required loading path and allow to approach the path considered by a sequence of approximations. The experimental responses are generally considered as satisfying as soon as the approximations are 'small' enough.
For incrementally non-linear constitutive relations the 'principle' of superposition for incremental loading is never satisfied since the constitutive incremental function is nonlinear. Therefore it is interesting to compare the responses provided by the model for rectilinear proportional paths and for piece-wise linear approximated paths with bends.
The first example ( Figure 7 ) is constituted by a 'drained triaxial' loading performed on the dense Hostun sand, which means path with a constant lateral pressure. This path is decomposed into several pieces divided into two parts: one is an incremental isotropic loading (da1 == da3) and the other is a constant mean pressure loading (da 1 +2da 3 == 0).
The length of the 'steps' varies and five cases have been considered : 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 kPa. Two main conclusions can be exhibited from results depicted on Figure 7: 1. when the length of the 'steps' decreases, the response diagrams converge to certain asymptotical behaviour, 2. these converged response curves are not confounded with the responses to the proportional loading, but remain satisfactorily close.
It is also interesting to notice that the total length of the rectilinear proportional path and the decomposed paths (even for 'small' lengths of 'steps') are completely different (the ratio of both the lengths is equal to v'2). The same conclusions can be make by analyzing the results depicted in Figure 8 in the case of the loose Hostun sand. The same method is also considered in order to investigate the behaviour under an 'undrained' loading path (in fact isochoric loading) performed on loose Hostun sand. The following decomposition has been adopted in axisymmetric conditions: (Darve et al., 1995) . The four chosen lengths are equal to :
Finally the computation is stopped only because of an artefact : for small levels of stress both the decomposition paths become contractant. Details can be found in Darve (1996) .
Application to the analysis of flow rules
In section 6. the question of the existence of yield surfaces has been discussed through the use of the incrementally non-linear model and it has been shown that it was possible 100 ... Figure 10 . Simulation of an isochoric loading path by a path decomposed into radial unloading (qjp' = est) and constant mean pressure loading (p' = est). Three different initial isotropic stresses are considered and the material is the loose Hostun sand (Darve et al., 1995) ... Figure 11 . Study of the convergence of response curves when the decomposed paths length is decreasing from 8 to 1 kPa. The responses to the isochoric proportional strain path are plotted with dash lines (Darve et al., 1995) to exhibit, as an approximation, some yield surfaces from a constitutive relation which does not consider them into its formulation. In the same spirit, the question of flow rule is discussed in this section. Generally speaking, equation 3.3 can be inverted and it gives:
with y = da / lldall· T he existence of limit stress states implies: da -Q with I! dell arbitrary large. T hus: detM-1 (y) = 0 is a a plastic limit condition and detM-1 (y)df = 0 is a flow rule, which gives (when the limit stress state has been reached) the direction of de but not its intensity .
• z'- (Fernandez, 2002) It is important to note that this flow rule is singular since the direction of de depends on y (i.e. the direction of da) . For the octo-linear model where the constitutive relation is incrementally piece-wise linear, the singularity is pyramidal (as pointed out by Hill (1967) ). For the incrementally non-linear relation, not any particular shape can be expected: it is a general "vertex effect" (Hill, 1967) .
Now a questions appears. From fig. 1 , it seems that in a.xisyrnmetric conditions a flow rule is exhibited both by the octo-linear model and the non-linear relation.
Let us consider first the question from an analytical point of view with the octo-linear model. In axisymmetric conditions and fixed stress-strain principal axes, it comes with 5.5 notations: kPa, <13 = 500 kPa, j A<T? + A<1~ + A<1~ = 1 kPa) (Fernandez, 2002) or by inverting relation 8.1:
The plastic limit condition is given by:
In the axisymmetric compression case, it comes:
and equation 8.2 implies at the limit stress state (d<1 1 = d<13 = 0): and for do-3 < 0:
Due to the existence of tensorial zones (the octo-linear model is incrementally piece-wise linear), according to the direction of ( do-1 , do-3 ) vector, when the stress state is reaching the plastic limit condition, two different directions of ( dE 1 , dE 3 ) vector are obtained. The flow rule is no more regular and has a triangular shape ("vertex" effect).
To conclude these analytical considerations, it comes that the existence of a regular flow rule in axisymmetric conditions does not involve regular flow rules for more general 3D conditions. This result was obtained by Kishino et al. (2001) with a discrete element method applied to assemblies of spherical beads and also by Calvetti et al. (2002) . The responseenvelops (see their definition in section 4.) were computed and compared for axisymmetric conditions and for 3D conditions. In axisymmetry, the loading circle (constituted by the extremities of the incremental stress vectors) was considered in the bisecting stress plane ( o-2 == o-3), while in 3D the loading circle was on a plane perpendicular to the bisecting plane and to the stress vector corresponding to the center of the circle. Thus both the loading circles have the same center and the same radius, but they are situated in two orthogonal planes.
The. qualitative simulation of Kishino's discrete numerical results is presented on Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 , and 16. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the existence of a flow rule in axisymmetric conditions with both the non-linear model and the octo-linear one and with both the loose Hostun sand (Figure 12 ) and dense Hostun sand (Figure 13 ). The computation has been performed degree by degree on the stress loading circle, what means that there are 360 points on each figure. In the case of the octo-linear relation, the incremental relation between da and dE is linear in each tensorial zone. The responseenvelopes are thus constituted by parts of ellipses. It appears clearly that, independently of any da direction, de vector is directed approximately to the same direction. Let us recall here that, in these constitutive models, it is not possible to distinguish between elastic and plastic strains. Thus total incremental strains are considered for the plots.
For Figure 14 , the stress loading circle is now perpendicular to the bisecting plane but the center of the circle is the same as before. The strain response-envelops are plotted in projection on ( t: 1 versus t: 2 ) and ( t: 3 versus t: 2 ) planes. It appears clearly that the notion of flow rule is no more valid to analyze these results in the considered case of loose Hostun sand. Figure 15 and 16 present the same kind of results for dense Hostun sand. The same qualitative conclusion emerges: not any regular flow rule can be detected on these figures. The crossing point which appears on Figure 15 could be an artefact due to the projection of a 3D curve on two planes.
A general conclusion can be drawn by emphasizing the fact that these constitutive relations can describe, as a good approximation, a regular flow rule for axisymmetric conditions and not any flow rule for 3D conditions. More precisely, in these last conditions, the flow rule is singular and presents a vertex like structure.
